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This perspective article is a product of a workshop of experts convened by the Institute for the Advancement of Food and Nutrition Sciences
(IAFNS), a nonprofit organization that brings together scientists from government, academia, and industry to catalyze science relevant to
food and nutrition for public benefit. An expert group was convened in March 2022 to discuss the current issues surrounding cognitive task
selection in nutrition research, with a focus on solutions toward informing dietary guidance for cognitive health, to address a gap identified
in the 2020 United States Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee report, specifically the “considerable variation in testing methods used, [and]
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ensuring a meaningful impact on the issue of heterogeneity in task selection; these issues hamper the evaluation of existing data for
informing dietary guidance. This summary of the literature is therefore followed by the expert group’s perspective in the form of a dis-
cussion of potential solutions to these challenges, with the aim of building on the work of previous reviews in the area and advancing dietary
guidance for cognitive health.
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Introduction

There has been much interest over the last several decades in
the effects of diet and nutrition on cognitive outcomes. Despite
much promising research in several areas of nutrition, firm
conclusions applicable to the United States dietary guidance are
still limited. The Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee’s
(DGAC) 2020 scientific report states that “Limited evidence sug-
gests that dietary patterns containing vegetables, fruits, unsaturated
vegetable oils and/or nuts, legumes, and fish or seafood consumed
during adulthood are associated with a lower risk of age-related
cognitive impairment and/or dementia.” (p. 30) [1]. The report
specifically highlights “considerable variation in testing methods
used, [and] inconsistent validity and reliability of cognitive testing
methods” (p. 31) as a major limitation preventing the drawing of
strong conclusions. As the Dietary Guidelines for Americans
(DGA) informs federal nutrition programs and policies, the in-
clusion of recommendations that impact cognitive health can
have significant implications for health and health care costs for
the United States population. This article provides the perspec-
tives of an expert group convened by the Institute for the
Advancement of Food and Nutrition Sciences (IAFNS) in March
2022 to discuss the issues in cognitive task selection in nutrition
research, with a focus on solutions toward informing dietary
guidance for cognitive health.

Cognition refers to a collection of mental processes, including
attention, learning, memory, and executive functions such as
planning and reasoning. Optimizing nutrition provides a non-
invasive approach to correct and/or maintain cognitive func-
tions known to be affected by aging, such as memory and pro-
cessing speed [2]. There is existing evidence that nutrition is
associated with changes in cognition from the prenatal period
across the lifespan into old age [3]. Age-associated cognitive
decline has been the focus of much nutrition research: for
example, a recent review of the literature found that increasing
ω-3 FAs (either through diet or supplementation) benefits
cognition and can reduce inflammatory markers believed to have
a role in cognitive decline [4]. However, the results of studies in
healthy populations are more mixed with many studies reporting
null findings [5]. Polyphenols are another area of nutrition
where improvements have been found in people with cognitive
impairment [6]. In whole-diet research, the Mediterranean di-
etary pattern has been shown in a randomized trial to improve
cognition in a sample of people aged 60–80 y [7]. There has been
considerably less research on healthy adults, particularly in
middle adulthood, despite these comprising most of the working
population who may well benefit from the cognitive benefits of
nutritional intervention.

Cognitive functions can be objectively assessed by a wide
variety of neuropsychological tests, including tests of reaction
time, recall, and other skills mapped to often overlapping
cognitive abilities. However, the results of cognitive trials are
often difficult to interpret because cognition itself is so complex.
This problem is intensified by wide heterogeneity in cognitive
task selection in nutrition trials and a lack of standardization in
reporting [8]. Developing a better understanding of the nutri-
tional interventions that might affect which cognitive func-
tions—and in what population, under what conditions—is a key
task for researchers. The lack of consensus over the cognitive
domains themselves, and over the appropriateness of different
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cognitive tests, poses a major problem. Given the disagreement
over taxonomy and the mechanisms underlying many of the
available tests, it is almost impossible to determine whether the
failure to reproduce an effect in a given study is due to the
inefficacy of the nutritional intervention, or simply a function of
which facet of cognition is being measured by a specific test or
test battery. Further, even when the same area of cognitive
functioning is targeted, it turns out that different measures of
“the same thing” are measuring different things. For example, 7
well-known measures purporting to assess “working memory,”
were found to correlate only moderately [9].

In terms of health claims related to cognitive benefits, various
government authorities take different approaches to data eval-
uation and substantiation requirements. Here the approaches of
the United States FDA, Center for Devices and Radiological
Health (FDA-CDRH), the European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA), and Health Canada are summarized as presented during
the IAFNS dialog. At present, the FDA Center for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition has approved one qualified health claim
relevant to cognitive function, specific to phosphatidylserine and
cognitive function and dementia [10]. Claims for this dietary
component must be “qualified” with specific language regarding
limitations because of the lack of significant scientific agreement
that evidence supports the indicated effect. Structure/function
claims can describe the role of a nutrient or dietary ingredient
and its effect on the normal structure or function of the human
body and must be “truthful and not misleading” [11]. For any of
these claim types, there is no specific guidance related to
cognitive performance measure selection or study methods, but
rather, each new relationship claim would be evaluated on its
own merit. The FDA-CDRH oversees the approval of medical
devices that are used to measure cognitive performance. In this
area, FDA-CDRH emphasized test-retest reliability, which is a
persistent challenge in cognitive performance testing. The
FDA-CDRH has supported the use of test batteries with available
normative data, but primarily to verify that no cognitive change
has occurred (for example, during drug administration) rather
than where small effects are expected, as in nutrition science.
Other authorities are more focused on principles than the spe-
cific test used when it comes to approving health claims. For
example, the EFSA does not have a list of accepted cognitive tests
but instead looks at previous research validating the measure
when considering the evidence for submitted health claims [12].
They do not, however, accept bespoke measures, which are
common practices among psychological scientists. Rather, mea-
sures must be validated and preferably normed by other studies
to be considered as evidence for a health claim. Health Canada
emphasized the need to consider subdomains when making
health claims; for example, to make a general health claim about
cognitive health, improvements would be needed across several
domains of cognitive function (for example, memory, attention),
or the claim would need to be revised for specificity. The DGAC
emphasized the need for more scientifically rigorous research in
the area in general, with randomized controlled trials much in
need. They also stated that measures need to be objective; the
research they had reviewed for the 2020 dietary guidelines
report [1] often included self-reports by parents, in lieu of
objective cognitive tests. This, combined with a lack of harmo-
nization and validity in cognitive tests used, meant that they
were not able to generate firm recommendations. As the 2025
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DGAC committee begins deliberations in the coming years, the
same challenges will be likely identified.

The challenge of heterogeneity in this field of research is not a
new one. However, despite several high-quality reviews over the
last 2 decades (for example, a 2014 review by International Life
Sciences Institute Europe) [13], there has been little in the way
of substantive change in the methods being used to conduct
studies, and hence in the utility of the studies for supporting
dietary guidance. As the number of reviews increases, umbrella
reviews are becoming increasingly important to the advance-
ment of various fields [14], to avoid the continual replication of
review topics without moving the area forward. The present
article aims to advance this area of literature by providing the
perspective of the IAFNS expert group. As the basis of this
perspective, a review of reviews—or umbrella review—of the
articles that have previously addressed the issue of cognitive task
selection in nutrition research in healthy adolescents, adults, and
older adults, was presented. Healthy populations were selected
because although much of the research in this area has been
undertaken in older adults with some progression of cognitive
decline, the science indicates that nutritional interventions may
be more effective as a preventative measure before the onset of
decline [15]. Additionally, the COcoa Supplement and Multivi-
tamin Outcomes Study for the Mind (COSMOS-Mind) trial [16]
recently found the benefits of multivitamin-mineral supple-
mentation for cognition in healthy older adults, demonstrating
that preventative measures can be taken at any point in the
lifespan. This means that understanding the impact of nutritional
interventions in healthy people of all ages, before the onset of
any cognitive decline, is of the utmost importance to help
elucidate which nutritional interventions are likely to provide
the most protection. Conducting this initial umbrella review will
allow us to identify areas of agreement, disagreement, and
progress, before moving on to suggest solutions for the devel-
opment of authoritative dietary guidance.

Methods

Selection criteria
The present review was conducted using the PRISMA [17]

process for systematic reviews. Study selection criteria were
defined a priori (with one post hoc change; see below) and the
protocol was pre-registered on PROSPERO before searches were
completed (CRD42022348106) and is also registered on the
Open Science Framework (DOI: 10.17605/OSF.IO/V82QX).
Only articles written or available in English and published in full
in peer-reviewed journals were included; abstracts and confer-
ence reports were excluded. Included articles were required to be
peer-reviewed publications that focused specifically on all of the
following elements: human nutrition, human cognition, and
cognitive test selection. There were no restrictions on the types
of reviews that were eligible to be included; all review types (for
example, perspective articles, systematic reviews, expert re-
views, and guidance documents) were eligible for inclusion in
the present review. The population of interest was healthy ado-
lescents, adults, and older adults, as defined by the DGA [18] age
ranges (9–18, 19–59, and >59 y); reviews focusing only on
children or people with cognitive impairments were excluded.
Older adults were initially excluded, but a post hoc decision was
made to include them based on a lack of scientific reason for
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exclusion, given that the scope of the present review is to
enhance dietary guidance for healthy populations.
Search strategy
A systematic literature search of PubMed/Medline and Sco-

pus was conducted to find reviews that were published up to 22
July, 2022.

Medical subject headings (MeSH) terms were used to search
PubMed/Medline, and expanded search terms were generated
for Scopus based on pilot searches. Sets of search and MeSH
terms included terms related to 1) publication type (for example,
“review,” “perspective”) 2) nutrition (for example, “nutrition,”
“diet”) 3) cognition (for example, “cognition,” “attention”) 4)
age (for example, “adults,” “adolescents”) in Scopus only, and 5)
test selection (for example, “methodology,” “test selection”). See
Supplemental Information 1 for replicable searches for each
database. Terms related to age were not included in the PubMed/
Medline search, as the MeSH term age ranges do not match the
age ranges specified by our inclusion criteria. The MeSH term
“Adults” refers to people aged 18–44 y, as opposed to the DGA
range of 19–59 y, which is what our inclusion criterion was
based upon. We, therefore, screened Medline articles manually
for the population rather than limiting the search using MeSH
terms.
Selection of reviews
The review selection was completed using the PRISMA pro-

cess [17]. Two authors (ARR and HY) completed the initial
screening, using titles, abstracts, and keywords to exclude cita-
tions that were clearly irrelevant. If there was any doubt about
inclusion, the article was included in the next stage. After the
initial screening, all remaining full-text articles were screened
independently by 2 authors (ARR and HY) to assess their eligi-
bility for inclusion in the review. The authors of the present re-
view were not blinded to the authors, journals, results, or
conclusions of the included articles. Any disagreement was
resolved by discussion.
Synthesis
Because the scope of this article was a review of different

types of reviews (for example, perspective articles, guidance
documents, systematic reviews) rather than combining meta-
analyses, a narrative synthesis of the results was performed
with no quantitative analysis.

Results

Results of the search
The results of the search are represented in the PRISMA [17]

flowchart in Figure 1. In total, 6610 abstracts were retrieved
from electronic database searches. After duplicates were
removed, 6356 individual abstracts remained, of which 6334
were clearly irrelevant. The remaining articles were sought as a
full-text version; 21 out of 22 were available as full-text articles
in English, but after full-text review, 9 were excluded for being
outside the scope of this review (see Figure 1 for the breakdown
of reasons for exclusion). Based on the screening process, 12
reviews met the criteria for inclusion.



FIGURE 1. PRISMA flow diagram.
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Included reviews
Table 1 [19–30] shows the characteristics of the included

reviews. All studies were conducted in the last 20 y. The included
articles were a mixture of different types of reviews. Six of the
included reviews, termed “guidance documents” in the present
review, were geared toward providing some sort of guiding
principles for cognitive test selection in nutrition science [13,
19–23]. One of the included reviews was systematic [24]; one
was a perspective article [8]; and one was a short “primer” for
non-experts [25]. Three of the reviews are included together in
the table because they are part of a dialog that was published in
one journal [26–28]. Most focused on a variety of domains,
although Benton et al. [19] focused on memory and Kallus et al.
[20] focused on attention. All reviews had some focus on pro-
spective harmonization, that is, reducing the heterogeneity in
the task selection in future studies so that data can be more easily
combined and compared across studies. Some also discussed
methods for retrospective harmonization, that is, ways to retro-
spectively compare data from different studies, for example, in
reviews and meta-analyses. All reviews defined the domains
considered, although the chosen taxonomy varied. Most relied
on an expert group or the primary author’s opinion on the
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criteria to determine the validity of tests and domains. Some
reviews also included a systematic or non-systematic review of
specific tasks used in relation to specific nutrients. The level and
type of analysis varied: for example, one review focused on
determining a useful guiding cognitive taxonomy and the prin-
ciples for mapping this taxonomy to commonly used tests [8],
whereas the PASSCLAIM (Process for the Assessment of Scien-
tific Support for Claims on Foods) report further discussed how
to map tasks and domains to potential health claims [21], which
was also an aim of the article by Martini et al. [23].

Overall findings of the included reviews
Areas of agreement

Considering that these reviews span 2 decades of cognitive
nutrition research, there were many areas where all reviews
that covered a particular subject matter were in agreement
(Table 2). All the included reviews agreed that validated tests
that can be used to examine the effects of nutrition on cogni-
tion do exist, and all reviews that mentioned specific tests gave
similar well-known examples of good practice. They also
agreed that a paradigm’s utility, validity, and reliability are
the minimal requirement for deciding to use a particular test



TABLE 1
Details of included reviews, including reference, a type of review, objective, domains considered, population, reviewmethod, and outcomes. Presented with guidance documents first, followed by
systematic reviews, non-systematic reviews, and finally opinions and editorials

Reference Type of review Objective Domains Population Methods Outcomes

De Jager et al. (2014)
[13]

Guidance document Provide guidelines for
those planning to study
the effects of nutrition on
cognition
Identify/apply criteria for
validation of tests

Memory (including verbal,
visual, spatial, and verbal
working memory), selective and
sustained attention, executive
function, information processing
speed, and global cognitive
function.

Adults Expert group
Review of domain/
paradigm sensitivity
to polyphenol, B
vitamin, and n3FA
intervention trials

Criteria should include: Everyday
functional or behavioral relevance,
Neural mechanisms, Appropriate
target populations, Paradigm’s
utility, validity, and reliability,
Established sensitivity to
nutraceuticals (Acute or Long-term
effects).
Domain with the most evidence for
effect of nutrition is verbal memory.

Benton et al. (2005)
[19]

Guidance document To make
recommendations for the
assessment of memory

Memory (details the different
types using the basic “textbook”
model). Also reviews changes in
different aspects of memory in
aging and dementia.

Adults Expert opinion Gives examples of commonly used
tests in mainstream Psychology
research, for example, Wechsler,
MMSE, word association/paired
associates etc.
Consider reliability, validity,
normative data.

Kallus et al. (2005)
[20]

Guidance document/
review

To give an overview of
changes in different facets
of attention and
psychomotor functions
beyond 50 y, as well as
assessment methods for
attention and
psychomotor
performance.

Attention span (aka working
memory), selective attention,
vigilance, focused attention,
shifting attention, and divided
attention.
Evaluates mediators/moderators
of task performance that might be
dependent on age, for example,
high performance variance and of
age-related confounding
variables like health status.

Adults over 50 y Expert opinion/
review of attentional
aging studies, and
effects of specific
nutrients

Gives examples of commonly used
tests in mainstream Psychology
research, for example, Stroop, Trail
making, Digit Symbol Substitution
Test, Vigilance Test.

Westenhoefer et al.
(2004) [21]

Review and guidance
document

Review existing
methodologies, which
may be used to
substantiate and validate
such claims of desirable
effects of foods on mental
state and performance

1) mood; 2) arousal, activation,
vigilance, attention, and sleep; 3)
motivation and effort; 4)
perception; 5) memory; and 6)
intelligence.
Potential claims related to the
area of mental state and
performance are listed
Scientific constructs and concepts
related to this field are defined
and methods of assessment are
reviewed.

Adults Non-systematic
review and expert
opinion

Validated methodologies do exist to
generate scientific evidence in this
area. Factors that should be
considered include language and
culture, size of the effect, amount of
active substance, and
subpopulations.

Wesnes (2010) [22] Guidance document Present a set of criteria
that any test or test
battery should fulfill
before being considered
“fit for the purpose”

Attention, working memory,
episodic memory, motor control,
and aspects of executive function.

All Expert opinion Utility, reliability, sensitivity, and
validity are the independent
minimum requirements
Clinical relevance, everyday
behavioral relevance, and normative
databases are also highly desirable

Martini et al. 2018
[23]

Guidance document To improve the quality of
applications provided by
applicants to the

Global cognitive function,
attention and sustained attention,
alertness, memory, problem

All Expert group review To successfully substantiate health
claims through EFSA, it is necessary
to select appropriate outcome

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 1 (continued )

Reference Type of review Objective Domains Population Methods Outcomes

European Food Safety
Authority, through an
appropriate choice of
outcome variables and
methods of measurement

solving, abstract reasoning,
intelligence, learning, language,
implicit memory.

variables and methods of
measurement.
Gives guidance on selection of
appropriate measures, including a
critical evaluation of individual tests
based on the review.

Reference Type of review Objective Domains Population Methods Outcomes
Macready et al.
(2010) [24]

Review Review the cognitive
methods used in existing
randomized controlled
studies that have explored
the effects of nutrition on
human cognition, with a
view to identifying
domains and individual
tasks within those
domains that have shown
greatest sensitivity to
chronic supplementation.

Executive function (focused
attention, sustained attention,
inhibition, switching/shifting,
updating, decision-making,
planning, visual search, and
verbal fluency), Memory
(working, episodic, semantic,
procedural, implicit, prospective,
short-term, long-term,
recognition, verbal, visuospatial,
and numerical), Motor
(psychomotor processing speed,
and motor function), perception,
IQ (crystallized intelligence and
fluid intelligence)

Adults Systematic review “Scattergun” approach to task
selection limits the ability to make
reliable comparisons across studies.
Some important aspects of cognition
are under-represented, for example,
prospective memory.
Executive function, and spatial
working memory may be most
sensitive. Task demand is important.
Need to 1) pay closer attention to
animal studies and to previous
human work when identifying
appropriate cognitive tests, 2)
consider whether tasks are
appropriate to the target population,
3) take greater care to avoid
statistical artifacts likely to bring
about null findings, such as lack of
power, and type I errors, and 4)
include more than a single task
within a domain (for example, 2
executive function tasks) to
determine whether a null effect for a
particular nutrient is a real finding or
reflects a lack of task sensitivity to the
nutrient.

Pase and Stough
(2014) [8]

Perspective To review and describe
current theories of
cognitive ability and
explain, with working
examples, how such
theories can guide the
handling of cognitive
outcomes in nutrition
research.

Carroll’s cognitive model [29]
and the Cattell–Horn model [30]
are the main focus

All Non-systematic
review
Application of CDC
model to group
cognitive tests from a
collection of nutrition
research clinical trials

Agreement on a taxonomy is needed
Carroll’s cognitive model [29] and
the Cattell–Horn model [30] can be
used to guide
Avoid combining cognitive test data
based on arbitrary rules

Schmitt et al. (2005)
[25]

Primer for non-
experts

Provide those individuals
who lack a background in
experimental cognitive
science with a basic
overview of the main
concepts, issues, and
pitfalls of human
cognitive research.

Executive functions (reasoning,
planning, concept formation,
evaluation, and strategic
thinking), memory functions
(short-term and long-term
encoding, storage and retrieval
functions, and working memory),
attention functions (selective,
divided, and sustained),

All Expert opinion Discusses some general principles for
task selection including basing
decisions on prior research,
measuring confounding factors such
as arousal or mood, considering
speed/accuracy trade-offs, length of
the test battery (fatigue), test-retest
variability, population
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(see Wesnes [22] for a particularly detailed exploration of
these concepts). In addition, all reviews agreed that test
sensitivity to diet or nutraceuticals (acute or long-term effects)
is critical, and it was suggested in several reviews that gaining
the understanding of which tests were likely to be sensitive to
changes caused by nutritional interventions (for example, from
previous literature or animal research) should be a paramount
consideration in test selection, over and above the availability
and ease of administration. All reviews agreed that tasks
should be tailored to the target population to avoid ceiling and
floor effects and to ensure that the task difficulty was appro-
priate for the study population to avoid loss of motivation; one
particular example that was mentioned as problematic was the
use of screening tests such as the Mini Mental State Exami-
nation (MMSE) in healthy populations, where the tests may
not be useful as they do not have sufficient sensitivity to
change.

Areas of disagreement
Among the reviews, there were discrepant findings

regarding the domains most likely to be sensitive to nutritional
intervention; for example, verbal memory was suggested by de
Jager et al. [13], whereas executive functioning and special
working memory was suggested by Macready et al. [24]. There
was disagreement over whether it is possible to establish a
“guiding taxonomy” to help with task selection, and over the
usefulness of this approach more generally [8,26–28];
different taxonomies were even used for the purposes of the
various review articles [8,13,19,24]. Pase and Stough [8] put
forward a strong case that defining a guiding taxonomy would
allow researchers to easily combine test outcomes into broader
domains, allowing a more meaningful comparison between
studies, essentially providing a “universal cognitive language” (p.
236). However, several robust objections to the taxonomy
chosen had been brought forward in the course of the dialog
the previous year [28]. There was also no agreement among
the reviews more generally over whether and how cognitive
tests should be combined, although several reviews agreed
that it was of primary importance to combine tests in a theo-
retically based manner, if they were to be combined at all.
There was also some argument about the number of cognitive
tests that should be used in a given study. Because of the
overlap between domains, some suggested that a comprehen-
sive battery be used [19], whereas other reviews emphasized
risk of type 1 error and increased task demands for larger test
batteries [24,25]. However, in despite of concerns over type 1
error, Macready et al. [24] recommended that researchers use
more than a single task to measure each domain, to help
determine whether a null effect for a given nutritional inter-
vention is real, or if it is simply reflective of insufficient task
sensitivity. There was no agreement on the potential useful-
ness of “global cognition” measures. Specific issues discussed
in some articles were not covered by others, including neural
mechanism, biological plausibility, ecological validity,
normative data, whether animal research is a useful basis,
power, under-represented domains, speed-accuracy trade-off,
simultaneous measurement of mood/arousal/motivation,
test-retest variability, practice effects, preregistration, con-
ceptual confusion, and other individual differences such as
culture and language.



TABLE 2
Areas of agreement and disagreement among the included reviews

Areas of agreement Areas of disagreement

All agree that validated tests that can be used to examine the effects of
nutrition do exist.

Discrepant findings regarding the most sensitive domain.

All give similar “well -known” tasks as examples. Disagreement over whether it is possible to establish a “guiding
taxonomy,” and the usefulness of this approach.

All agree that a paradigm utility, validity, and reliability are the minimal
requirement.

Different taxonomies were used for the purpose of different reviews.

All agree that test sensitivity to diet/nutraceuticals (acute or long-term
effects) (for example, from previous literature/animal research) is
critical and should be a paramount consideration in test selection.

No agreement over how cognitive tests should be combined.

All agree that tasks should be tailored to the target population (that is,
avoid ceiling/floor effects, for example MMSE).

No agreement on the number of cognitive tests to be used: due to overlap
between domains, some suggest that a comprehensive battery be used;
others prefer to emphasis risk of false positives.
No agreement on the usefulness of “global cognition” measures.

Other factors
Specific issues discussed in some papers are ignored by others (for
example, neural mechanisms, biological plausibility, ecological
validity, normative data, whether animal research is a useful basis,
power, under-represented domains, speed/accuracy trade-off,
simultaneous measurement of mood/arousal/motivation, test-retest
variability, practice, preregistration, other individual differences such
as culture/language, and conceptual confusion).

Only one factor seemed to change in the literature over time: computerized
testing was mentioned as a primary way forward in earlier reviews, but this
was not mentioned in later reviews.

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.
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Changes over time
Only one factor seemed to change in the literature over time:

computerized testing. In the earliest of the included reviews,
computerized testing was held up as a primary way forward for
improving cognitive testing in nutrition research. However, this
is not mentioned or focused on in the same way in later reviews,
perhaps indicating that computerized cognitive testing was
becoming the norm. Earlier articles from pre-2010 [22,25],
extoll the advantages of computerized testing (“Computerized
tests have the advantage of a standardized presentation and accurate
and detailed response capture” [25] p. 460, and “The administrators
and the participants rated the computerized tests as more acceptable,
and only 91% of the sample could complete the pencil-and-paper
tasks, whereas 100% were able to complete the computerized tests.”
[22] p. 527). In contrast, in a later article from 2014, aside from
mentioning specific computerized tests by name, de Jager et al.
[13] only mentioned in past tense “…the move from traditional
and established paper-and-pencil tests to automated computerized test
batteries that offer customized tests tailored to the user” (p. 163), and
by 2018, Martini et al. [23] do not mention computerized testing
at all. This was the only clearly identifiable change that occurred
through the 2 decades of reviews in the field.

Discussion

This article has so far focused on providing an overview of the
previous reviews of cognitive task selection in nutrition science.
Most of the previous reviews in the area focused on prospective
harmonization, which is perhaps unsurprising because reducing
the heterogeneity in the task selection still appears to be one of the
biggest issues in cognitive nutrition science.Overall, the reviews in
this area, undertaken over the last 2 decades, agree on some of the
issues that affect the heterogeneity in task selection, and on many
of the fundamental principles that should be followed to select
appropriate cognitive measures, including reliability, validity,
sensitivity, utility, appropriateness for the study population, and
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comparability to existing supporting literature. However, the
previous reviews disagree on many points that would need to be
agreed upon to have a meaningful impact on the heterogeneity
issue in the area, such as deciding on a taxonomy (or even agreeing
whether a guiding taxonomy would be helpful), and whether and
how tasks should be combined into composite scores. Here, the key
challenges in the area are outlined and some possible solutions are
offered based on the outcome of the discussions among the IAFNS
expert group and supported here by published literature to help
existing and future cognitive nutrition research to be used to
inform dietary guidance.

Key challenges
There are several key challenges that are the most problem-

atic when it comes to evaluating evidence to inform United
States dietary guidance; these are summarized in Table 3 and
expanded upon below alongside the potential solutions outlined
by the expert group.

Existing evidence synthesis
An important question in this area is how to combine and

evaluate the existing data in a meaningful way, given the pre-
vailing heterogeneity issues. When conducting a systematic re-
view or meta-analysis, combining data from heterogeneous tasks
across different studies is very challenging, and in many cases
may not even be practical as it dramatically decreases the reli-
ability of the review itself.

Retrospective harmonization approaches may be one way to
enable better use of more of the previous research to inform
current dietary guidance. These approaches involve placing
disparate measures on a common scale; for example, by stan-
dardizing scores for similar, but not identical, measures into Z-
scores, allowing them to be aggregated. A recent example of this
comes from the Environmental Influecnes on Child Health Out-
comes (ECHO) study [31], which combined 9 different (but
highly correlated) measures of maternal depression to allow for



TABLE 3
An overview of the challenges and potential solutions in this area.

Challenges Potential solutions

Existing evidence synthesis � Retrospective harmonization guidelines
Biological plausibility and clinical relevance � Examine animal and human evidence together

� Measures of neural activation
Understanding test sensitivity, particularly to nutrition � Validate test sensitivity and test-retest reliability

� Keep nutritional intervention constant (for example glucose) and manipulate cognitive tests
Understanding what is “normal” and for whom � Establish normative databases for the population of interest
Do we need a guiding taxonomy? � Move away from a modular view of cognition

� Develop a guiding taxonomy and keep it updated
� In the presence of a theoretical rationale for test choice

Composite scores � Must be performed in a theoretical manner
� Include individual test scores in Supplemental Information 1

Issues in reporting � Recommend the use of guidelines for registration and reporting (general)–for example,
Centre for Open Science

� Develop guidance specifically for reporting test parameters in sufficient detail
Prospective harmonization � Set of recommended tests; can be added to researchers’ choice of test

� Recommend against researchers creating their own tests
� Guidance for cognitive test creation and reporting (parameters, etc.)

Test availability � Make tests freely available
� Construct an advisory database describing cognitive tests and their availability/costs

Translation of test results into health claims/substantiated
product benefits

� Make claims/benefits appropriately broad/narrow

Applicability of evidence to the dietary guidelines committee
questions

� More evidence is needed across the lifespan (especially early and middle adulthood)
� Encourage cognitive nutrition researchers to focus more on dietary patterns
� Lobby for the inclusion of the most well-supported individual nutrients in the review
questions posed by the dietary guidelines committees
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direct comparison across measures and time points. How well
this type of approach might work for cognition research may
well depend on the domain under consideration and the sample
for which the test was validated; although mood seems well
suited to the process, it may be more difficult to aggregate ex-
ecutive function scores because it is a relatively poorly defined
concept. One way around this issue may be, instead of taking the
labeling of instruments as measuring “executive functioning” at
face value, to instead look at the individual items to see whether
they are measuring the same construct. Being able to successfully
harmonize data across studies in this way would be invaluable to
advancing dietary guidance, given that one reason much of the
existing research cannot currently be used to inform conclusions
is because of issues with task heterogeneity.
Biological plausibility and clinical relevance
A lack of biological plausibility may affect the rating of

directness of evidence; therefore, cognitive assessment tools
should be selected based on their ability to demonstrate bio-
logical plausibility, meaning that there should be a plausible
relationship between diet (or its components), brain function,
and the behavior under consideration. Evidence for biological
plausibility could come, for example, from animal studies, pre-
vious human research, or from measures of neural activation in
humans while performing cognitive tasks. However, although
electrophysiological measurements (for example, electroen-
cephalogram (EEG)) and neuroimaging (for example, functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)) may provide insight into
the biological plausibility of nutrition effects on cognition, as
well as the relationship between neuronal activity, brain
topography, and cognitive functioning is at present relatively
poorly understood, so these methods require cautious interpre-
tation [25]. Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of the brain
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regions involved in cognitive task performance is key to relating
findings from animal studies to human trials [24]; therefore,
gathering these data are likely to be beneficial to the advance-
ment of dietary guidance. In addition, it is likely that the
mechanisms of action of nutritional interventions on cognitive
functioning may be different in healthy adolescents, adults, and
older adults. Nutritional interventions in adolescence may
potentially be efficacious by contributing to the ongoing neuro-
development [32], whereas efficacy in interventions later in life
could be due to effects on adult neurogenesis, helping to preserve
cognitive function during aging [33]. These differences in
mechanisms of action across the lifespan will inevitably lead to
variability in outcomes for different populations: it important
that we understand which nutritional interventions have bio-
logically plausible mechanisms for which populations, across the
different cognitive domains. For example, because glucose
metabolism is altered with aging, there has been a consistent
finding that although healthy elderly individuals are susceptible
to cognitive enhancement by glucose on some cognitive tests,
young adults do not demonstrate the same effect [34]. Therefore,
even among healthy individuals, the age of the population
should be carefully considered when designing studies to pro-
vide mechanistic evidence.

Understanding test sensitivity, particularly to
nutrition

It is also noted that the effects in nutrition studies are likely to
be very small; so small in fact that the error on most cognitive
measures is bigger than the change we would expect to see in
short-term nutrition trials. This point echoes the test sensitivity
issue that recurred throughout the included reviews; therefore,
tests should only be included in nutrition trials when they have
good test-retest reliability, and it can be reasonably assumed that
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they will be sufficiently sensitive to detect changes caused by a
nutritional intervention in the population that is being tested.
Using tests that have not demonstrated appropriate sensitivity to
nutritional intervention increases risk of type 2 error, which can
misinform dietary guidance by skewing the results of systematic
reviews to the negative.

One way to determine which tests are likely to be sensitive to
nutrition may be to flip the current model on its head. Many
nutrition researchers are, understandably, most interested in the
nutrition element of their research, and therefore tend to hold
cognition constant (that is, use the same cognitive test) while
manipulating the nutritional factors (for example, testing
different individual micronutrients for memory). However, to
really narrow down which tests are most sensitive to nutrition,
we could move toward holding the nutritional intervention
constant and focusing on the methods we used to evaluate
cognitive factors instead. This has been done quite extensively
with glucose as the nutritional intervention, with tightly
controlled experiments aiming to understand the effects of
glucose on many different aspects of cognition in many pop-
ulations across the lifespan [35]. Further research streams of this
kind to explore test sensitivity to other nutritional components
and dietary patterns would be beneficial.

As suggested by the DGAC, larger randomized controlled
trials can also ameliorate error problems, as error is randomized
out between the intervention and comparator groups. Although
it is not debatable that studies need to be appropriately power-
ed—and must be reported in such a way that it is evident that the
study power is adequate—effects must also be clinically mean-
ingful, rather than simply statistically significant, to be useful for
informing dietary guidance. Although this may be easier to
establish in other populations (for example, older adults with
cognitive impairments), it is harder to establish what is a clini-
cally meaningful change for a healthy individual of any age,
young or old.

As mentioned above, all the existing reviews agreed that
cognitive tests should be selected specifically for the target
population. For healthy populations, researchers must ensure
that the tests selected have sufficient sensitivity to change to
detect the smaller effects seen in these populations. In addition,
even among healthy individuals with no cognitive decline, the
appropriate cognitive test battery will be different for adoles-
cents, adults, and older adults. For example, as mentioned above,
the MMSE is unlikely to have sufficient sensitivity to detect
changes in cognition in samples of young, healthy individuals;
research has suggested that the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
may be more appropriate for detecting normal (asymptomatic)
changes in cognition across the lifespan of healthy adults [36].

Understanding what is “normal”
The existence of normative databases for cognitive tools is

also a factor that should be considered in the tool selection and
may be particularly important for understanding what consti-
tutes a meaningful change for a healthy adult or adolescent.
However, although many included reviews mentioned the
importance of normed tests, there are many models applicable to
nutrition research that would not necessarily specifically benefit
from the use of normed tests. For some studies, comparing the
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performance of 2 groups, even better 2 matched groups, or
before/after repeated measures designs for the same persons, can
be accomplished and provide meaningful data without using a
normed test. In addition, how normative data are collected (for
example, the clinical workup completed to establish a “normal”
population, the inclusion/exclusion criteria, etc.) and the
method of statistical analysis for the normality of the data itself
(depending on how comparisons are made) should also be
considered, and these are often not well described.

Do we need a guiding taxonomy?
The issue of taxonomy is still predominant. There is >1 plau-

sible taxonomy, and the domains we seek to study are artificial
constructs and relatively abstract concepts, which presents a
terminology challenge. In addition, psychology is a relatively
young science, and our understanding of brain function and
cognition is continually evolving; therefore, any guiding taxon-
omy would need to be constantly tested and updated. Linked to
this is the considerable overlap between domains. Psychology is,
at present, experiencing something of a paradigm change,moving
away from a “modular” view of the brain; therefore, some previ-
ous considerations such as neural mechanisms may need regular
revision. For example, connectivity in the Default Mode Network
has recently been implicated in changes in episodic memory and
processing speed among healthy older adults [37]. Individuals
may also vary in the extent of the modularity of their cognitive
functioning, potentially adding yet more noise to the measure-
ment of individual cognitive function. A somewhat related issue
(discussed above) is that cognitive tests are prone to measuring
slightly different but related functions [9], and that cognitive
functions are interdependent (for example, it is necessary to be
able to maintain sustained attention to complete many working
memory tasks). Interchanging terms andmislabeling constructs is
common, soperhaps developing a guiding taxonomymaybemore
useful than was previously thought.

Investigators in nutrition research also rarely present a
theoretical rationale supporting their cognitive test choice. There
appears to be a disconnect from the advances in basic cognitive
science, with a tendency to uncritically reproduce arguments and
practices that have been applied previously, especially within
the same research group; however, the argument that a task “has
been used before” may not be an adequate or acceptable ratio-
nale. We also believe that this practice contributes to the un-
derrepresentation of some domains; for example, procedural
memory is an important cognitive domain known to be impacted
by aging [2], but it is not represented in nutrition research.

Composite scores
In nutrition research, it is common for researchers to create

composite scores by grouping data from several individual
cognitive tests together into a broader domain. This can be
helpful as it reduces risk of type 1 error resulting from multiple
comparisons, as outlined above, and it increases the reliability of
the scores, which may be particularly helpful for poorly defined
areas, such as executive function. However, it is noted that
because cognitive nutrition science is in its relative infancy, this
standard practice might be obscuring positive effects on
nutrition-sensitive measures, which could slow progress in the
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field. Therefore, if researchers want to create these composite
scores, it should be done in a theoretically based manner
consistent with previous trials, as emphasized by Pase and
Stough [8] (a guiding taxonomy would help with this). It would
also be good to see individual test scores included with study
reports, even if only in Supplemental Information 1. This would
allow evaluation across studies of what kinds of tests are most
promising for nutrition research, and give a more nuanced look
at how nutritional interventions may be affecting different
cognitive functions.

Issues in reporting
Reporting issues exist that affect the quality of the research in

nutritional cognitive science. These include general reporting
issues such as not providing sufficient methodological details to
allow for replication, not providing full ingredient lists for sup-
plements and placebos, or not providing effect sizes or sufficient
data to allow for a post hoc calculation. Some of these issues
were mentioned in the included reviews, including a lack of
specificity in the reporting of the cognitive tests. Many re-
searchers in this field may not present the tasks in sufficient
detail nor include measures of test-retest reliability and evidence
of periodic test certification of test administrators. Often, one
may only be directed to the manual. In other cases, the tests may
be described but with insufficient detail, with key test parame-
ters missing from the report.

The open science movement (for example, the Center for Open
Science - https://www.cos.io/) already provides much guidance
on how to report study outcomes in a transparent manner,
including preregistration, a priori defined primary outcomes,
intent-to-treat analysis, which is highly recommended for re-
searchers in this area to use. An additional set of standard reporting
guidelines specifically for cognitive nutrition research would
ensure that the reported research in the area is sufficiently detailed
to allow systematic reviewers to use the evidence. Thiswould offer
more clarity and detail on what has been done in the field to date
and would increase the reliability of future systematic reviews,
which could feed directly into informing dietary guidance.
Furthermore, a set of guidelines specifically for reporting cognitive
test parameters could make a valuable addition.

More usage of open science methodologies in this area
would also pave the way for a central, de-identified database of
cognitive test outcomes after nutritional intervention because
data sharing is an important part of the movement toward
transparency in science. Data repositories are available for
these purposes, and we strongly recommend that cognitive
nutrition researchers make use of these to help advance the
field.

Prospective harmonization
Going forward, it would be beneficial to have a set of recom-

mended tests for nutrition research that can be combined using
data harmonization approaches. These could be added to the re-
searchers’ choice of test, but itwouldmean that large sets of pooled
data could be created to answer questions to inform dietary
guidance. Creating “new” cognitive tests compounds existing
challenges, given that 2 of the main authorities stated that these
would not be accepted as evidence for a health claim. Thus, it may
also be beneficial to establishwritten guidance for the creation and
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reporting of new cognitive test batteries, so that at minimum, new
tests can be compared with existing tests (given sufficient meth-
odological uniformity and detail of reporting).

When researching domains that have, as yet, not been repre-
sented in cognitive nutrition research (for example, procedural
memory, social cognition), researchers are positioned to start
with homogenous approaches, to avoid the issues currently facing
other domains. Some forward planning regarding test selection
for these under-represented domains could help to avoid the
replication of the heterogeneity issue across newly researched
domains.
Test availability
Another issue in cognitive test selection is that most test

batteries are behind a paywall. If these were made freely avail-
able, adoption by researchers unfamiliar with the tests could be
facilitated. Another option would be the construction of an
advisory database, describing cognitive tests and their avail-
ability and associated costs.
Translation of test results into health claims/
substantiated product benefits

As noted above, for the translation of test results into health
claims to be successful, tests must be objective (that is, re-
searchers should avoid self- and parent-report wherever
possible) and the broadness or specificity of the health claim
should fit the evidence provided. For example, for a broad claim
about improving memory, improvements should be shown in
several areas of memory. If this is not the case, the health claim
should be revised to be more specific.
Applicability of evidence to dietary guideline
questions

There are broader issues that may affect the applicability of
some cognitive nutritional research to the DGA. First, although
most of the research into the heterogeneity issue and the
appropriateness of cognitive tests for nutrition research seems to
have been conducted in normal populations, many of the sys-
tematic reviews conducted by the DGAC (supported by the
Nutrition Evidence Systematic Review team within the USDA)
are conducted in special populations (for example, children birth
to 2 y), and insufficient evidence is available to provide a more
specific guidance in particular subgroups across the lifespan
(including in early and middle adulthood). Second, the previous
round (2020–2025) of DGAC questions were based on dietary
patterns (for example, Mediterranean diet, etc.) rather than
nutritional components (for example, micronutrients, ω-3 FAs).
Although studying dietary patterns makes sense from the aspect
of ecological validity, much of the research-base in the area tends
to isolate dietary components to test these in a controlled
manner. Thus, much of the existing laboratory-based research
may not be applicable to the questions posed by dietary guide-
lines committees.

The draft DGAC 2025–2030 questions were released for
public comment in April 2022, and cognitive health is again
emphasized [38]. Although the questions are not yet finalized,
when they were released for public comment, there were 2
questions relating to cognition: “What is the relationship between

https://www.cos.io/
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dietary patterns consumed and risk of cognitive decline, mild cognitive
impairment, dementia, and Alzheimer’s disease?” and “What is the
relationship between dietary patterns consumed before and during
pregnancy and lactation and developmental milestones, including
neurocognitive development, in the child?” It is noteworthy that
these questions focus once again on dietary patterns rather than
dietary components. This could mean that much of the
laboratory-based research that has been conducted in healthy
adults may once again not be applicable to the questions posed.
Solutions to this could include encouraging cognitive nutrition
researchers to focus more on the dietary patterns or lobbying for
the inclusion of the most well-supported individual nutrients in
the review questions posed by the dietary guidelines committees.
It should also be noted that the questions focus primarily on the
beginning and end of the lifespan. Dietary guidance varies
significantly for different stages of life; therefore, the absence of
questions relating to adolescence and middle adulthood is
concerning.

In conclusion, this article has endeavored to provide an
overview of the previous reviews of issues in cognitive task se-
lection in nutrition science, with a focus on advancing dietary
guidance for cognitive health, followed by the perspective of the
IAFNS expert group on addressing challenges and areas of
disagreement in the field. Most of the reviews included in the
umbrella review focused on prospective harmonization:
reducing the heterogeneity in the task selection. However, after
2 decades of high-quality reviews, heterogeneity in the task se-
lection still appears to be one of the biggest issues in cognitive
nutrition science. Overall, the existing reviews in this area agree
on some of the issues that affect the heterogeneity in task se-
lection and on many of the fundamental principles that should be
followed to select appropriate cognitive measures; they also,
however, disagree on many points that would need to be agreed
to have a meaningful impact on the heterogeneity issue, to allow
existing and future cognitive nutrition research to be used to
inform dietary guidance.

The final section of this article presented some potential so-
lutions that were put forward by the IAFNS expert working group
for this topic, including techniques for both prospective and
retrospective harmonization, several sets of guidelines and other
documents that would be useful if developed, and areas where
future research could help to ameliorate the heterogeneity issue.
If these methods and practices were implemented universally by
researchers in the field, and large datasets could subsequently be
pooled to examine questions relating to nutrition and cognition
across the lifespan, this could go a long way toward enabling firm
recommendations from the dietary guidelines committees. The
work that has been done and is still being undertaken in this area
is ground-breaking and could improve the lives of many millions
more people if it could be translated into firm dietary recom-
mendations for the general public. Bridging this gap is of the
utmost importance and should be the common goal of cognitive
nutrition researchers worldwide.
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